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Background: Use of hair samples to analyze the trace element concentrations is one of the interesting fields among many
researchers. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is considered as one of the most common methods in studying the concentration of elements in
tissues and also crystalline materials, using low energy X-ray. In the present study, we aimed to evaluate the concentration of the trace
elements in the scalp hair sample through XRF spectroscopy using signal processing techniques as a screening tool for prostate cancer.
Methods: Hair samples of 22 men (including 11 healthy and 11 patients) were analyzed. All the sample donors were Iranian men.
EDXRF method was used for the measurements. Signals were analyzed, and signal features such as mean, root-mean-square (RMS),
variance, and standard deviation, skewness, and energy were investigated. The Man-Whitney U test was used to compare the trace
element concentrations. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to identify which extracted feature could help to identify
healthy and patient people. P values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
16.0 software.
Results: The mean±SD age was 67.8±8.7 years in the patient group and 61.4±6.9 years in the healthy group. There were statistically
significant differences in the aluminum (Al, P<0.001), silicon (Si, P=0.006), and phosphorus (P, P=0.028) levels between healthy and
patient groups. Skewness and variance were found to be relevant in identifying people with cancer, as signal features.
Conclusion: The use of EDXRF is a feasible method to study the concentration of elements in the hair sample, and this technique
may be effective in prostate cancer screening. Further study with a large sample size will be required to elucidate the efficacy of the
present method in prostate cancer screening.
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Introduction
Cancer is known as a major global public health issue
(1, 2). Among different types of cancers, prostate cancer is
considered as one of the most common malignancies in
men worldwide. Although the main cause of prostate cancer is unknown, several risk factors, including zinc deficiency and calcium, are well known. It has also been
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proven that the risk of developing prostate cancer increases with age; for example, for ages 70 to 79, the risk of
prostate cancer is 3 times more than the age of 39 (1, 3-7).
The level of serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
alone cannot detect prostate cancer at an early stage, and
in many cases, the level of PSA increases with another
↑What is “already known” in this topic:
Several studies have investigated X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
technique to find a relationship between elements’
concentration and cancers such as breast, colon, and prostate.
→What this article adds:
Herein, we analyzed trace elements in human scalp hair using
XRF spectroscopy through signal processing techniques.
Skewness and variance were found to be relevant in identifying
healthy and cancerous groups, as signal features.
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disease, such as prostate hyperplasia and non-neoplastic
conditions, which reduces the ability to detect cancer.
Trace elements have important physiological functions,
such as maintaining and regulating cell function, regulating the gene, activating or preventing enzymatic reactions,
and regulating cell membrane function. The essential or
toxic properties (mutagen and cariogenic) of the trace elements depend on tissue and tissue tolerance, respectively.
Excessive accumulation or an imbalance condition of the
trace elements may disrupt cell function and can lead to
cell degeneration, death, or malignant transmission (6-12).
In screening of prostate cancer, invasive techniques
such as prostate biopsy or less invasive approaches such
as digital rectal examination (DRE) are used in conjunction with the PSA test. Studies have shown that analyzing
the level of trace elements using X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) spectroscopy in the hair sample of people with
breast cancer is much lower than that of healthy people. It
also has a much higher sensitivity to mammography. Generally, this test may be a low-cost and non-invasive
screening tool. This technique has the ability to perform
elemental analysis in qualitative and semi-quantitative
samples, especially mineral samples. As a result of X-ray
irradiation and sample excitation, an electron transfer occurs in different layers of the atom, where each electron
transfer is associated with the emission of a spectral X-ray
spectrum, followed by the detection of the specific radiation produced by the detector. The wavelength of the distributed spectral lines is based on the quality degradation
of the elements and the intensity of the beams according
to the frequency or quantity of the elements in the sample
(12-23).
The purpose of this study was to investigate the concentration of the trace elements in the scalp hair sample
through XRF spectroscopy using signal processing techniques as a screening tool for prostate cancer.

Methods
Patient selection
In the current study, the participants are divided into
healthy and patient groups, with 11 people in each group.
All people were originally Iranian and had an Iranian diet.
All participants in this study signed a written informed
consent. The patient group included people with histologically confirmed prostate cancer.
Preparation of hair samples
Initially, we explained the procedure to all participants
to resolve the existing ambiguities, and then healthy and
patient hair samples were provided. The hairs of all people
were prepared from the back area. Inclusion criteria were
the lack of a history of chemotherapy in the last 6 months,
lack of hair loss for at least 2 months, and lack of hair
color history for at least 2 months before sampling. The
approximate length of the hairs cut from the head was
about the size of a circle with a diameter of one centimeter. All hairs were scissored from the hair shaft and then
placed in special bags with each patient's specific code.
Before placing the specimen against X-rays, it is necessary to convert the hair sample to the powder. There are
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several methods for the preparation of hair powder, which
uses a physical solution for the preparation of hair powder
in this study. All hairs were washed to prevent any contamination before the analysis. Each hair sample was
placed in a separate beaker and washed in the following
four steps: 1) immerse the hair in 50 ml of acetone for 15
minutes; 2) removing acetone from the beaker and immerse hair in 50 mL of distilled water for 15 minutes, 3)
after step 2, repeat step 1 again; 4) after step 3, we repeat
step 2 again. After washing the hair samples, hair follicles
were placed in an oven at 80° C for 4 hours. The purpose
of this step was to have all the specimens completely dried
and prepared for the next steps.
Then, the hairs were tweaked with scissors and placed
in a mortar. The liquid was then poured into the masonry
and then poured into the powder using a bundle of moles.
The purpose of this technique is to increase the fragility of
the hairs caused by nitrogen. After pouring samples, each
specimen was placed in a special container that was
washed with nitric acid and distilled water, and the patient
code was written on the dish. All specimens should be
converted to solids for analysis using boric acid. To prepare the pill, 5 grams of boric acid was first poured into
the hydraulic press compartment, and then the hair powder
was placed on that surface, and the pressure was applied
for two minutes at 10 tons per square centimeter. Then the
pills were placed in separate plastics where the patient
codes were written.
Sample analysis
The experiments conducted in the field of XRF using
the SPECTRO XEPOS energy dispersive XRF (ED-XRF)
spectrometer (Germany). For spectroscopy of samples, all
specimens were initially placed in a special holder and
then the following setting was considered for them: 1) the
radiation range of X-ray radiation emitted to the samples
was 20 to 40 electron volts; 2) the X-ray intensity range of
the samples was 30 to 40 mA per second; 3) the duration
of each test was about 40 minutes. After hair and specimens were prepared, they were placed in a sample holder
and exposed to fluorescence spectroscopy. Output pulses
from the detector were transmitted to a multi-channel analyzer connected to a computer for processing. A multichannel analyzer converts each analog pulse into digital
data for processing, then stores it in memory, and eventually displays the processed information in the form of
counting against the channel number. In this study, spectral patterns from fluorescence spectroscopy were compared between healthy and patient hair samples, and the
dependence of spectral changes on the amount of these
elements in healthy and patient hair samples was determined.
Signal analysis
Signal processing was performed using MATLAB
R2014a software. Before the main processing, the spectra
obtained underwent preprocessing methods such as noise
reduction methods, and appropriate sections of the spectrum were analyzed. Signal distribution methods in this
study include, mean, root-mean-square (RMS), variance,
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standard deviation, skewness, energy, and autocorrelation.
The median, as the first method for evaluating the signal,
was calculated as follows:
∑
(1)
The RMS was calculated using the following equation:
/

∑
(2)
The variance measures the number of signal changes,
regardless of the mean, as defined below
∑
(3)
The standard deviation of the signal changes was calculated as follows:
∑

/

(4)
The skewness was calculated using the following formula:
∑

(5)
The energy signal was calculated using the following
equation:
|
|
(6)
The autocorrelation was calculated using the following
equation:
(7)
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0

software. The normal distribution of data was investigated
using the Shapiro–Wilk test. The Mann-Whitney U test
was used for comparison of the trace element concentrations in the cancerous and healthy groups. The analysis of
variance (ANOVA) test was used to identify which extracted feature could help to identify healthy and patient
people. P values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
The mean ± standard deviation (SD) age was 67.8±8.7
years in the patient group and 61.4±6.9 years in the
healthy group. The mean±SD of PSA of patient and
healthy samples was 11.3±5.5 ng/ml and 0.6±0.04 ng/ml,
respectively.
Table 1 shows the mean±SD trace element concentrations in healthy and patient groups. The results of the
Mann-Whitney U showed that there is a significant difference in aluminum (Al, P<0.001), silicon (Si, P=0.006),
and phosphorus (P, P=0.028) concentration between
healthy and patient groups, as outlined in Table 1.
The results of the mathematical conversion of the discrete
signal to continuous signal for the healthy and patient
groups as displayed in Figures 1 A and B, respectively.
The Mean and standard deviation of each extracted feature from the signals are outlined in Table 2 that the code
"0" represents the patient, and the "1" represents the
healthy person. The significance of each of the attributes

Table 1. Comparison of the concentration of trace elements in scalp hair samples of healthy and patient groups using Man-Whitney U test
Material code
Trace element
Mean ± SD concentration (%)
p
1
Sodium (Na)
Healthy
9.60 ± 0.53
0.341
Patient
8.8 ± 2.13
2
Magnesium (Mg)
Healthy
0.86 ± 0.04
0.358
Patient
0.8 ± 0.2
3
Aluminum (Al)
Healthy
0.00 ± 0.00
<0.001
Patient
0.002 ± 0.0
4
Silicon (Si)
Healthy
0.13 ± 0.17
0.006
Patient
0.0 ± 0.0
5
Phosphorus (P)
Healthy
0.73 ± 0.03
0.028
Patient
0.65 ± 0.16
6
Sulfur (S)
Healthy
18.0 ± 1.18
0.870
Patient
17.0 ± 4.0
7
Chlorine (Cl)
Healthy
0.74 ± 0.86
0.974
Patient
0.9 ± 1.2
8
Potassium (K)
Healthy
0.45 ± 0.80
0.768
Patient
0.43 ± 0.61
9
Calcium (Ca)
Healthy
1.40 ± 0.65
0.158
Patient
1.05 ± 0.8
10
Titanium (Ti)
Healthy
0.01 ± 0.01
0.072
Patient
0.004 ± 0.003
11
Chromium (Cr)
Healthy
0.001 ± 0.001
0.720
Patient
0.001 ± 0.001
12
Manganese (Mn)
Healthy
0.002 ± 0.001
0.241
Patient
0.001 ± 0.0004
13
Ferrum (Fe)
Healthy
0.03 ± 0.04
0.168
Patient
0.003 ± 0.004
14
Nickel (Ni)
Healthy
0.005 ± 0.003
0.150
Patient
0.003 ± 0.001
15
Cuprum (Cu)
Healthy
0.003 ± 0.0005
0.447
Patient
0.003 ± 0.001
16
Zinc (Zn)
Healthy
0.04 ± 0.01
0.531
Patient
0.04 ± 0.02
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Fig. 1. The mathematical conversion of the discrete signal to continuous signal for (a) healthy and (b) patient groups. The horizontal axis indicates
material codes that are according to the first column of Table 1.
Table 2. The average and standard deviation of each extracted feature. The code "0" represents the patient and the "1" represents the healthy person.
Feature
Code
Mean
SD
Energy
0
1470.686145
558.4875117
1
1704.870000
181.9898108
RMS
0
3.837300
0.8996493
1
4.103310
0.2181083
Mean
0
1.195891
0.2819322
1
1.294310
0.0597468
STD
0
3.663836
0.8610910
1
2.572400
0.0552325
Skewness
0
2.614436
0.0811879
1
3.912800
0.2196928
Autocorrelation
0
76.2513
245.2864
1
85.184
268.5336
Table 3. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test shows which extracted feature can help to identify healthy and patient people.
Feature
F
P value
df.
Energy
1.597
0.222
20
RMS
0.826
0.375
20
Mean
1.166
0.294
20
STD
15.930
0.001
20
Skewness
335.343
0.005
20
Autocorrelation
0.421
0.517
20

was examined using ANOVA test, as shown in Table 3.
As observable in Table 3, skewness and variance as signal
features were found to be relevant in identifying healthy
and cancerous groups.

Discussion
In this study, the concentration of the trace elements in
the scalp hair samples was determined with EDXRF using
signal processing techniques that can be used as a screening tool for prostate cancer. From our results, it can be
seen that there is a significant difference in the amount Al,
Si, and P between patient and healthy groups. In a study, a
significant difference between trace elements concentrations such as Fe, magnesium (Mg), zinc (Zn), and Si was
observed between patient and healthy groups (24). Although Fe, Mg, and Zn were investigated in the present
study, no statistically significant difference was observed
in the concentration of these trace elements in the scalp
hair samples of patients and healthy groups.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluated
the spectrum obtained of hair samples through EDXRF as
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a signal and also extracted the signal features. In the current study, after converting a discrete signal continuously,
the characteristics of the energy, mean, RMS, variance,
skewness and autocorrelation were obtained. Skewness
and variance were found to be relevant in identifying people with cancer, as shown in Table 3. In fact, skewness, as
of asymmetry of a signal and variance, as the most common statistical method for time-domain feature extraction
were the most successful feature.
In the present study, we used the XRF technique for hair
sample analysis. There is a similar technique called X-ray
diffraction (XRD) technique. Although both techniques
use an X-ray source and detector, XRD determines the
mineralogy. On the other hand, XRF is useful for elemental analysis, whereas XRD is for compound analysis
and measure the degree of crystallinity.
Several studies have investigated the XRF technique to
find a relationship between elements concentration and
exiting cancers such as breast, colon, and prostate (19, 24,
25). A previous study by Maziar et al. demonstrated that
trace elements analysis of hair samples through XRF
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technique can be a novel and sensitive tool to detect breast
cancer in comparison with mammography (25). In another
study, Zaichick et al. using EDXRF have shown that there
is a significant decrease in the prostatic tissue levels of Zn
and rubidium (Rb) in cancerous tissues compared with
normal tissues. Furthermore, the prostatic tissue levels of
bromine (Br) and strontium (Sr) were significantly higher
in cancerous tissues than in normal tissues (16).
It has been shown that the concentrations of selenium
(Se), Zn, copper (Cu), germanium (Ge), and boron (B),
Fe, and Mg are significantly lower in patients with cancer
disease. Mineral element analysis of hair using an atomic
emission spectrophotometer with inductively coupled
plasma (ICP-OES) and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) has demonstrated that abovementioned elements were significantly lower in three
groups of cancer patients (n = 299, i.e., hormonedependent cancer, cancer of the alimentary tract, and cancer with high glycolytic activity) than the control group (n
= 100) (23).
Our study had several potential limitations. The sample
size of our study is very small. To evaluate the efficacy of
the XRF technique a large sample size will be required. In
the present study, we defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of note, economic conditions, genetic, climatic conditions, etc. may have an effect on the trace elements’ concentrations of hair samples. However, our study is a primary and pilot study that can help the next future studies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study suggests that the analysis of
trace elements’ concentrations of human hair samples
through the XRF technique may be a non-invasive and
cost-effective method to screen prostate cancer. Since
many statistical tests depend on the number of sample
sizes and the number of samples in this study is very low,
more data should be used.
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